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Abstract: For structural elements exposed to chloride environments, an important aspect of Recycled
Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete (RSFRC) durability is the corrosion resistance. In the present work,
an experimental program was carried out to evaluate the long-term effects of chloride attack on the
post-cracking behavior of RSFRC by performing splitting tensile tests and round panel tests. Two
RSFRC mixtures defined based on the packing density optimization were produced with a fiber content
of 0.8% and 1% per volume of concrete. The influence of different periods of chloride immersion
was investigated, as well as the influence of fiber dispersion at crack surfaces of the specimens.
Additionally, a simplified prediction of the long-term chloride penetration depth into uncracked
RSFRC under immersion aggressive chloride exposure conditions was estimated. The RSFRC revealed
high susceptibility to surface corrosion under the chloride exposure conditions adopted. However, the
post-cracking resistance of RSFRC was not significant affected. The addition of RSF had a negligible
effect in the diffusion of chloride ions into concrete, and the critical chloride content was higher than
that found in conventional reinforced concrete structures.

Keywords: recycled steel fiber reinforced concrete (RSFRC); post-cracking behavior; durability;
chloride attack; splitting tensile test; round panel test

1. Introduction

Chloride-induced reinforcement corrosion has been reported to be the leading cause of degradation
of reinforced concrete (RC) structures exposed in coastal/marine environments [1,2]. In environments
containing chlorides, Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete (SFRC) structures are subjected to chloride attack
that can promote the depassivation and subsequent corrosion of steel fibers, with eventual pernicious
consequences in terms of structural and durability performance.

Corrosive agents may penetrate the concrete through one of the four main transport mechanisms:
Diffusion, Capillary Suction, Permeation, and Migration [3]. The chloride penetration into uncracked
concrete depends of the SFRC pore structure and all the mix design parameters that determine it,
such as water-to-cement (w/c) ratio, type and proportion of mineral admixtures and cement, type and
content of steel fibers, compaction, and curing. The concrete permeability may decrease significantly
with the addition of fibers due to the reduction of shrinkage cracks and the breaking of pore continuity
by the fiber reinforcement mechanisms [4].

The main variables affecting the durability of uncracked SFRC exposed to chlorides are the
exposure conditions, type and size of the steel fibers, and the quality of the concrete matrix [5].
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However, in general, it is reported that the durability of uncracked concrete is little affected with the
addition of steel fibers [6–8].

The steel fibers are protected by the high alkalinity (pH > 13.5) of the pore solution of concrete that
causes the formation of a protective oxide film on the steel fibers surface, passivating them [9]. This film
can be destroyed when the chloride ions penetrate the SFRC and exceed the critical threshold chloride
content [9]. This critical chloride content depends on various factors, such as, oxygen concentration,
binder type, w/c ratio, steel grade and test conditions [10], and has been found to be much higher
in steel fibers than in conventional reinforcing steel, which may ensure larger service life of SFRC
structures in chloride environment [11–13]. According to [11], the improved corrosion resistance of
steel fibers in uncracked concrete can be attributed to the combination of two factors: the short length
of the steel fibers that impedes large potential differences along the fiber; the casting conditions that
allow the formation of a very thin well-defined cement paste-steel interfacial layer rich in Ca(OH)2

with less presence of voids at the interface. However, some authors have reported the opposite, i.e.,
a higher rate of chloride transport in SFRC compared to plain concrete, due to the increased porosity at
the interface of steel fibers/matrix, caused by the air bubbles arrested by the fibers during the casting
process [12]. Nevertheless, in environments containing chlorides, it has been reported that only steel
fibers near the concrete surface are susceptible to corrosion, which has only an aesthetic detrimental
impact [14].

The estimation of service lifetime of existing and new reinforced concrete (RC)-based constructions
is very important for planning future maintenance and repair of the structures. Different models
for service life predictions of the chloride ingress in RC structures exposed to marine environment,
have been proposed by several researchers [15–18], essentially based on the application of the Fick’s
2nd law of diffusion during the corrosion initiation period. However, few studies in this regard are
available for SFRC.

Recycled Steel Fibers (RSF) derived from the tire recycling industry can be an effective reinforcement
for structural and non-structural concrete applications with beneficial economic and environmental
impact. As reported in the literature [19–25], RSF have been successfully used in concrete to improve
its post-cracking load bearing capacity and energy absorption performance, and also to limit the
crack width, with beneficial consequences in terms of concrete durability. The heterogeneity of each
RSF regarding the geometry and microstructure provides a plurality of strengthening mechanisms
to concrete that promotes efficiency and durability, as long as the Recycled Steel Fiber Reinforced
Concrete (RSFRC) composition is carefully adjusted to the presence of RSF. RSF reinforcement can
significantly reduce the brittle behavior of concrete by improving its toughness and post-cracking
resistance [20,22,23,26]. RSF are also used in concrete to restrain the crack opening by bridging the
crack surfaces, which leads to improved post-cracking load bearing and energy absorption capacity,
with beneficial consequences in terms of concrete durability [21,27,28]. However, this ability of the RSF
to transfer stresses through a cracked section depends on the effectiveness of the fiber reinforcement,
i.e., fiber properties and fiber orientation and distribution [29]. In this sense, these effects should
be considered for structural design, since variations of fiber dispersion may affect the mechanical
properties [30].

The fiber reinforcement efficiency in improving the post-cracking load bearing capacity and
energy absorption performance of concrete can be assessed by splitting tensile tests governed by
a localized crack. However, for slab and shell type structures, the design methodology should be
based on constitutive laws, for example, derived from FRC panel with cracks propagation of different
orientations, to be more representative of the fiber reinforcement mechanisms in this type of FRC
structure [31].

The insufficient knowledge of steel fiber corrosion contributes to a conservative design philosophy,
which limits the mobilization of the full potential of SFRC [32]. Knowledge of RSFRC is even less
consolidated. Investigation in this domain is only some few years old and further research is needed.
In particular, research on the durability of RSFRC is almost non-existent, particularly with respect to the
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corrosion behavior. Therefore, understanding the mechanical and durability performance of RSFRC
exposed to chloride attack will help move towards a more rational design and accurate prediction of
the long-term performance of the composite under aggressive chloride exposure conditions.

The main purpose of this experimental study is to assess the effects of chloride attack on the
post-cracking response of RSFRC by performing double edge wedge splitting tests (DEWSTs) and
round panel tests (RPTs). For this purpose, different periods of chloride immersion were adopted
for RSFRC specimens prior to testing. The influence of RSF distribution and orientation on the
post-cracking behavior of RSFRC after chloride exposure was investigated by image analysis.

The chloride diffusion into uncracked RSFRC was also investigated by means of rapid non-steady
chloride migration tests, as well as natural immersion in chloride solution. Additionally, the critical
chloride concentration corresponding to the beginning of fiber corrosion, and the prediction of the
long-term chloride penetration depth into an uncracked RSFRC structural element subjected to dry-wet
cycles in chloride solution were estimated based on the Fick’s 2nd law.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Materials and Mix Compositions

In the current experimental program, two RSFRC mixtures were produced, using ordinary
Portland cement type CEM I 42.5R, fly ash (FA), limestone filler (LF), fine river sand (FS) (maximum
aggregate size of 1.19 mm and fineness modulus of 1.91), coarse river sand (CS) (maximum aggregate
size of 4.76 mm and fineness modulus of 3.84), crushed granite (CG) (maximum aggregate size of
19.10 mm and fineness modulus of 7.01), water (W), two types of polycarboxilate-based superplasticizer
with the commercial designations ViscoCrete® 3005 from Sika® (SP1) and MasterGlenium SKY 617
from BASF (SP2), and recycled steel fibers (RSF).

The RSF used in this research were recovered by a shredding process of post-consumed truck
tires. These RSF have irregular geometry with various lengths and diameters (Figure 1a,b). The steel
was separated from the rubber by an electromagnetic separator, and most of the RSF still contain
some rubber particles attached to its surface (Figure 1c). Table 1 presents the average values of the
geometric properties of RSF obtained by statistical analysis on a sample of 2000 fibers. The average
tensile strength of RSF obtained from direct tensile tests is also presented in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Recycled steel fibers: (a) general view of multi RSF (b) general view of the geometry of a
single RSF (c) SEM micrograph of the surface of a single reference RSF (Magnification: 1000x).

Table 1. Geometric and mechanical properties of RSF.

Properties RSF

Length, l f (mm) 20
Diameter, d f (mm) 0.25
Aspect ratio, l f /d f 110

Tensile strength (MPa) 2648
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The mix design method for RSFRC was based on the packing density optimization, which follows
three main steps [33,34]: i) definition of the proportion of constituent materials for developing an
optimized paste; ii) determination of the optimum volume percentage of each type of aggregate in the
granular skeleton of the concrete; iii) assessment of an optimum correlation between the binder paste
and the solid skeleton in order to obtain RSFRC with the intended properties at fresh and hardened
stages, in accordance with the RSFRC structural requirements. Table 2 includes the two compositions
of RSFRC, herein designated by “RSFRC0.8%” and “RSFRC1%”, produced with a fiber content of
0.8% and 1% in volume of concrete, respectively. The RSFRC0.8% was previously developed by other
researchers that used the same materials [23] and was used to cast the specimens produced for the
DEWST tests. The RSFRC1% was a new composition developed to produce a more efficient and
sustainable concrete, by using a high content of RSF and a partial replacement of paste mass by fly
ash. Two different superplasticizers (SP1 and SP2) were used since it was decided to keep the type
of superplasticizer (SP1) previously used in RSFRC0.8% production [23], being different from the
one used in RSFRC1% (SP2). The RSFRC1% was used to cast the round panels produced for RPTs.
In Table 2, w/c is the water/cement ratio.

Table 2. Mix proportions for 1 m3 of RSFRC.

Concrete
Mixture

CEM
(kg)

FA
(kg)

LF
(kg)

W
(L)

SP1
(L)

SP2
(L)

FS
(kg)

CS
(kg)

CG
(kg)

RSF
(kg)

W/C
(-)

RSFRC0.8% 380.5 - 353 140 7.8 - 237 710 590 60 0.37
RSFRC1% 400 200 - 173 - 7.2 148 735 597 76 0.43

2.2. Test Procedures

2.2.1. Specimen Preparation and Exposure Conditions

For DEWST tests, six ϕ150 × 300 mm cylinders were casted with RSFRC0.8% mixture. After 28
days of curing, three cylinders were immersed in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl (0.6 M) solution in order to induce
chloride attack, and another three reference cylinders were only cured in water saturated with calcium
hydroxide (to prevent any leaching of lime from the specimens during the curing), for comparison
purposes. For each pair of cylinders (one submitted to chloride attack and one reference), the following
exposure periods were adopted for chloride/water immersion: 10 days; 3 months; 6 months. After the
exposure periods, four specimens of ϕ150 × 60 mm were obtained from each cylinder for the DEWST,
as shown in Figure 2. Following the procedure adopted by di Prisco et al. [35], a V-shaped groove with
45◦ inclination was executed at the extremities of the notched plane, as illustrated in Figure 2 (Notch 1).
This V-shaped groove has the objective of inducing a stress field corresponding to an almost pure
mode I fracture in the notched plane. In each specimen, 5-mm-deep notches were executed parallel to
the loading direction, in order to set the specimen’s fracture surface along the notched plane (Notch 2
in Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the preparation process of DEWST specimens. From ϕ150 ×
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Twelve round panels with ϕ600 × 60 mm were casted with the RSFRC1% mixture detailed
in Table 2. According to the recommendations of ASTM C1550-08 [36], small RSFRC panels were
produced in order to facilitate their handling and placing. According to Minelli and Plizzari [37],
such reduction of the panel’s diameter and thickness does not affect the scatter and repeatability of the
test results.

After 28 days of curing in the lab environment, six panels were immersed in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl
solution for chloride attack induction. For comparison purposes, other six reference panels were only
cured in water. For each group of three panels, the following exposure conditions were adopted:
10 days of immersion (Cl− and REF); 3 months of dry-wet cycles in chloride solution (Cl−)/water
immersion (REF).

Additionally, six ϕ100 × 50 mm cylinders of RSFRC1% were used for the accelerated migration
tests described in Section 2.2.5. For comparison purposes, sixϕ100 × 50 mm cylinders of plain concrete
(PC) were also casted with the same cement matrix composition of RSFRC1%.

For the determination of the resistance to chloride penetration by natural immersion, two 150 mm
cubic specimens of both RSFRC1% and PC were produced. Two ϕ100 × 50 mm cylinders of both
RSFRC1% and PC were also considered for determining the aging coefficients of RSFRC1%, based on
the colorimetric method.

2.2.2. Splitting Tensile Test

The splitting tests were conducted under displacement control, using an external LVDT (Linear
Variable Differential Transformer) that was positioned on the actuator to control the vertical deformation
of the specimen. The tests were performed with relatively low displacement rates, making it possible
to obtain a stable response once the crack process was initiated. The following displacement rates were
adopted: 1.0 µm/s up to the displacement of 2.0 mm; 2.0 µm/s from 2.0 mm up to 3.0 mm; 4.0 µm/s
until the end of the test.

Each specimen was positioned between two rigid supports and subjected to a diametral
compressive line load applied along the thickness of the specimen (Figure 3). For an accurate
detection and tracking of the crack propagation, five LVDTs were used to measure the crack opening
displacement along the fracture surface (Figure 3a)—three on the front face and two on the rear face of
the specimen. The load was registered by means of a 150 kN load cell. The test setup was defined as
carried out by Lameiras et al. [38], based on the combination of the DEWST methodology proposed by
di Prisco et al. [35] for indirect evaluation of the mode I fracture properties of FRC and the Modified
Splitting Tensile Test (MSTT) introduced by a group of researchers from the University of Minho [39,40].
The DEWST was conceived in order to deviate the compressive stresses from the ligament between
the tips of the two V-notches mentioned above (Figure 2), while a unique fracture plane is likely to be
obtained (Figure 3) [35,38]. After testing, the effective fiber content was evaluated in each of the two
fracture surfaces of the split specimen, by counting the number of effective fibers crossing the fractured
surfaces. The fiber was considered effective when its length was visible, therefore assuming this fiber
has failed by pull-out.
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2.2.3. Round Panel Test (RPT)

The RPTs were conducted on round panels supported on three symmetrically arranged pivots,
as presented in Figure 4a. The connection between the panel and each pivot was provided by two
round steel plates, with a spherical seat machined into the two surfaces to achieve the ball connection
recommended by ASTM C1550-08 [36]. Two Teflon sheets were used between the concrete panel
and each round steel plate to reduce friction. The load was applied to the panel’s center through a
hemispherical-ended steel piston at a constant rate of displacement. The central deflection of the panel
was measured by an LVDT with a linear stroke of +/− 50 mm installed at the bottom surface of the
panel (Figure 4a). Three LVDTs with a linear stroke of +/− 5 mm were also positioned in the bottom
surface of the panels to measure the developed crack widths (Figure 4b).
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2.2.4. Fiber Distribution and Orientation

For a better understanding of the residual stresses and energy absorption obtained in DEWSTs and
RPTs, the fiber dispersion and orientation parameters were determined by executing image analysis
on plane surfaces of the tested specimens (cut as close as possible to the fracture surface), according
to the procedure adopted by Abrishambaf and Cunha [30,41]. This method consists of recognizing
the cross section of each RSF, from the surrounding matrix, by image processing of high-resolution
pictures taken from the cut surface of the specimens. Taking advantage of the reflective properties of
RSF, the best circle/ellipse is fitted to each cross section of RSF. The number of circles/ellipses, the center
of gravity and the minor and major diameters of each individual fitted circle/ellipse were computed
for determining the orientation and segregation factors. Details about this image analysis procedure
can be found elsewhere [28,39].

After computation of the image analysis results, the following parameters that characterize the
fiber structure were derived out: i) The number of fibers per unit area, N f , which corresponded to the
ratio between the total number of fibers counted in all analyzed pictures of cut surface (number of all
the fitted circles/ellipses) and the total area of the cut surface; ii) Fiber orientation factor, η, which was
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calculated with two different approaches. In the first approach, this parameter was determined based
on the image analysis procedure of the cut surface, ηimg, using the following Equation [30]:

ηimg =
1

N f
T

N f
T∑

i=1

cosθi (1)

where θi is the angle between the fiber’s longitudinal axis and the orthogonal to the cut section, which
was computed with the major (a f ) and minor (b f ) axis lengths of the elliptical cross section [42]:

θi = cos−1
(
b f /a f

)
(2)

In the second method, the average orientation factor within a cross section, ηexp, was obtained
from Equation (3), proposed by Soroushian and Lee [43]:

ηexp = N f
A f

V f
(3)

where A f and V f are the cross sectional area of a single RSF and the volumetric percentage of fibers
added to concrete, respectively.

2.2.5. Non-Steady-State Rapid Chloride Migration Test

The accelerated non-steady state migration test method (RCMT), according to the standard
NT BUILD 492 [44], was applied to assess the resistance of RSFRC against chloride penetration.
The principle of this test is to axially apply an external electrical potential across the specimen by
forcing the outside chloride ions to migrate into the specimen (Figure 5a,b). The catholyte solution is
10% NaCl by mass in tap water and the anolyte solution is 0.3 N NaOH in distilled water (Figure 5a).
The solutions are stored at 20–25 ◦C. After the test duration, the specimens are axially split, and a silver
nitrate solution (0.1 N AgNO3) is sprayed on to one of the freshly split sections (Figure 5c).
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The chloride penetration depth is measured from the visible silver chloride precipitation and
the chloride migration coefficient, Dm (×10−12 m2/s), is calculated from the following simplified
equation [44]:

Dm =
0.0239 (273+T)×L

(U−2)×t

xd−0.0238

√
(273+T)×L× xd

U−2

 (4)

where T is the mean value between initial and final temperature (◦C) of the anolyte solution during the
test, U is the absolute value of the applied voltage (V), L is the thickness of specimen (mm), t is the test
duration (hours) and xd is the average chloride penetration depth (mm).
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2.2.6. Immersion Test in NaCl Solution

The determination of the resistance to chloride penetration by natural immersion was performed
according to the standards ASTM C1556-03 [45] and NT BUILD 443 [46]. The method is based on
determining parameters related to chloride penetration in hardened concrete, from chloride penetration
profiles obtained after immersion in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. The faces of each cubic specimen and
cylinder were waterproofed with a single layer coating of a polyurethane-based resin, except for one
that allows the penetration of chlorides (Figure 6a).
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Figure 6. Chloride penetration test by immersion: (a) Immersion of the specimens in chloride solution.
(b) Collection of powder samples of concrete at different depths in the specimens. (c) Using the Kit
RCT-500 to determine the chloride content.

After 90 days of immersion (Figure 6a), the determination of the chloride concentration at different
depths in the cubic specimens was performed using the kit RCT-500 (Rapid Chloride Test) of the
German Instruments A/S. The RCT-500 consists of a quick and easy-to-use kit for determination of
chloride content as a percentage of binder mass (cement + fly ash). In this case, the acid soluble
amount of chlorides (total chlorides = free chlorides + physical bound chlorides) was measured on
1.5 g powder concrete samples collected at various depths by drilling the test specimens with a 22 mm
drill bit (Figure 6b). Each powder sample was attacked to extract the chloride ions, and the chloride
content was obtained by using the RCT electrode calibrated with four calibration solutions of known
chloride content (Figure 6c). In each test specimen, one chloride profile was determined from 10–14
powder samples collected at different depths.

After obtaining the chloride content profile for each concrete specimen, the values of the surface
chloride content, Cs (% of binder mass), and the apparent chloride diffusion coefficient, Dd (×10−12 m2/s),
were determined by curve-fitting the measured chloride-ion contents to an error-function solution of
Fick’s 2nd law, according to the following Equation [46]:

Cx = Cs− (Cs−C0)er f
(

1/2 x
√

Dd × t

)
(5)

where Cx is the chloride content (% of binder mass) measured at depth x (m) for a exposure time of
immersion t (s), Cs is the chloride content (% of binder mass) calculated by regression analysis at the
concrete surface after a time of immersion t (s), C0 is the initial chloride content in concrete prior to
submersion in the exposure solution (it was assumed 0% as set by Frederiksen et al. [47]) and er f is
the error-function.

The variation of the chloride diffusion coefficient with time supposes a decrease attributed to the
refinement of the pore structure of concrete, which can be very significant and is expressed by the age
coefficient. For the determination of the aging coefficients of the RSFRC1% and PC, considering the
chloride diffusion coefficients calculated by the colorimetric method, one ϕ100 × 50 mm cylinder of
RSFRC and other of PC were submitted to 10 days of continuous immersion and the remaining two
specimens (one of RSFRC and one of PC) were subjected to 3 months of continuous immersion. After
these exposure periods, the specimens were axially split, and a silver nitrate (AgNO3) solution was
sprayed on to one of the freshly split sections.
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The chloride penetration depth was measured from the visible white silver chloride precipitation,
where free chlorides have penetrated into concrete. The values of the chloride diffusion coefficient,
Dc, were determined according to the assumptions indicated by Yang et al. [48], considering the
following equation:

Dc =
−x2

c

2 ln
(

Cc
C0

)
t

(6)

where xc is the colorimetric penetration depth (m), Cc is the concentration of free chlorides in the pore
solution corresponding to the colour change boundary (N), C0 is the chloride concentration ponded at
the top surface (N) and t is the exposure time in seconds.

The specimens were subjected to continuous ponding with 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution, which
corresponds to a chloride concentration of C0= 0.61 N (considering that C0= 0.52 N for 3.0 wt.%
NaCl solution [48]). The free chloride concentration at the color change boundary was set equal to
Cc= 0.07 N, as pointed out in [44,49,50] for Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) concrete.

The aging coefficient, ncl, was determined considering the following Equation [51,52]:

ncl =
ln

(
Dc,1
Dc,2

)
ln

( t2
t1

) (7)

where Dc,1 and Dc,2 are the chloride diffusion coefficients corresponding to 10 days (t1) and 3 months
(t2) of chloride immersion, respectively.

Additionally, for comparison purposes, the chloride diffusion coefficients were also calculated
by the colorimetric method in the cubic specimens used for the determination of chloride profiles
(Figure 6). The chloride concentration corresponding to the chloride penetration depth in RSFRC and
PC cubes was determined by the Fick’s 2nd law (Equation (5)), considering the parameters Cs and Dd
obtained from the chloride profiles.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Long-Term Effects of Chloride Attack on the Post-Cracking Behavior of RSFRC

3.1.1. Splitting Tensile Tests

After the exposure periods of DEWST specimens to chloride immersion, the formation of corroded
material in the 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution was observed, as well as corrosion spots at the exposed surfaces
of cylinders. After DEWSTs, the chloride penetration depth was evaluated by spraying an broken
surface orthogonally to the fracture surface with silver nitrate solution. Average internal depths of
chloride penetration of 6.1, 19.5 mm and 28.1 mm were measured after 10 days, 3 months and 6 months
of chloride immersion, respectively. No significant signs of corrosion in the RSF at the fracture surface
were detected. Only some few fibers near the exposed surface seemed to corrode.

Figure 7a shows the average splitting tensile stress versus crack mouth opening displacement
(CMOD) curves, σt,split −ω, obtained in DEWSTs after submitted the specimens to chloride immersion
(Cl−) and to curing in water (REF). Figure 7b depicts the relationship between the crack width, ω,
and the corresponding energy absorption during the fracture process, GFω, which corresponds to the
area under the σt,split −ω curve. According to Figure 7a,b, the chloride attack led to the increase of
GFω in specimens submitted to 10 days of chloride immersion. However, after 6 months of chloride
immersion, the opposite occurred for all the crack opening levels at which the energy absorption was
evaluated. After 3 months of chloride immersion, the chloride attack had no significant influence
on the GFω, when compared to reference specimens. The GFω values were similar for all reference
RSFRC specimens.
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3.1.2. Fiber Distribution/Orientation Profiles

Table 3 includes the fiber distribution and orientation parameters obtained on the failure surface
of two specimens (one Cl− and one REF) for each different exposure period. For a better analysis of the
values of N f , the corresponding σt,split −ω curves registered in the indicated specimens (Table 3) are
depicted in Figure 8.

Table 3. Fiber distribution and orientation parameters for the analyzed specimens after DEWST.

Test Series Specimen
(Figure 2) Nf (fibers/cm2) ηimg ηexp

10 days_Cl− 3 9.36 (74% 1) 0.623 0.574
10 days_REF 2 6.42 (76% 1) 0.619 0.394
3 months_Cl− 4 5.95 (74% 1) 0.560 0.365
3 months_REF 4 8.08 (82% 1) 0.562 0.496
6 months_Cl− 2 6.17 (68% 1) 0.613 0.378
6 months_REF 2 7.04 (69% 1) 0.602 0.4326

Average 7.17 (74% 1)
18.39

0.596
4.76

0.440
18.40CoV (%)

1 Percentage of fibers failed by tensile rupture.Fibers 2019, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 21 
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orientation analysis (Table 3).

According to Table 3 and Figure 8, the higher value of N f obtained in SP3_10 days_Cl− compared
to SP2_10 days_REF corroborates the corresponding σt,split −ω curves, which means that the differences
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between the σt,split obtained in the specimens submitted to 10 days of immersion (Cl−&REF) are
essentially explained by the effective fiber content in the failure surface. For the exposure period of 3
months, the SP4 submitted to chloride attack showed a lower number of RSF in the cut surface than
the reference SP4. However, higher values of σt,split were observed in the SP4_3 months_Cl− compared
to SP4_3 months_REF (Figure 8), which may be due to a beneficial effect of chloride attack in terms of
the fiber pull-out performance. The SP2 submitted to the exposure period of 6 months showed similar
N f . However, a smaller σt,split is observed in SP2_6 months_Cl− (Figure 8), which may be attributed to
a detrimental effect of chloride attack on the fiber pull-out performance.

Table 3 presents an estimation of the percentage of fibers failed by tensile rupture, which on
average was significant due to the irregular geometry of RSF and the strong RSF-matrix bond.

In terms of the fiber orientation factor obtained by image analysis, ηimg, similar values were
obtained for test series of 10 days and 6 months. A slight decrease of ηimg was observed in test series of
3 months, which means that the fibers were less orthogonally aligned to the cut plane. This fact is in
agreement with the lower peak values of σt,split obtained in the reference specimens. The orientation
factor computed from the image analysis approach, ηimg, is higher than the correspondent ηexp.

3.1.3. Round Panel Tests

After 10 days of chloride immersion, no significant signs of superficial corrosion were visible in
the RSFRC panels, and only some uncovered fibers located on the exposed surfaces appeared to be
corroded. However, after 3 months of dry-wet cycles in chloride solution, a significant increase in
surface corrosion has occurred on the RSFRC panels and many corrosion spots were visible due to the
uncovered RSF located at exposed surfaces that were directly in contact with the chloride solution.

After RPTs, the crack surfaces were sprayed with silver nitrate solution to assess the chloride
penetration depth. Average internal chloride penetration depths of 7.0 and 9.5 mm were measured
after 10 days of chloride immersion and 3 months of dry-wet cycles in chloride solution, respectively.
Few corrosion spots were detected by microscopic inspection on RSF near the exposed surfaces, located
on an orthogonal cut surface to a crack surface, as observed in Figure 9a,b.
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Figure 9. Corrosion signs on RSF near the exposed surfaces of panels after the exposure period of:
(a) 10 days (b) 3 months.

Figure 10a shows the average force-central deflection responses, F − δ, registered in RPTs of
RSFRC1% panels, after the environmental exposure periods of 10 days of immersion (Im_Cl− and
Im_REF) and 3 months of dry-wet cycles in chloride solution (DW_Cl−)/water immersion (Im_REF).
The average values of energy absorbed, W, at central deflections, δ, of 5, 10 and 20 mm are represented
in Figure 10b. These W values were corrected considering the panel thickness by using the following
equation recommended by ASTM C1550-08 [36]:

W = W′
( t0

t

)β(d0

d

)
with β = 2.0−(δ−0.5)/80 (8)
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where W is the corrected energy absorption (J), W′ is the measured energy absorption (J), t0 is the
nominal thickness of 75 mm, t is the panel thickness (mm), d0 is the nominal diameter of 800 mm, d is
the panel diameter (mm) and δ is the specified central deflection at which the capacity to absorb energy
is measured (mm).
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Figure 10. Results of RPTs: (a) Average F− δ curves (b) W − δ relationship.

According to Figure 10a, the panels submitted to 10 days of chloride immersion showed lower
average post-cracking resistance than reference panels and after 3 months of aggressive chloride
exposure conditions, the post-cracking resistance of the RSFRC panels was similar to that of the
reference panels. However, as no significant signs of RSF corrosion were visible at the crack surfaces of
the panels, the differences between the F− δ curves of Cl− and REF panels may be explained by the
slight differences in panel thickness and/or due to fiber distribution and orientation.

A slightly higher energy absorption was obtained for panels submitted to 10 days of chloride
immersion regarding their reference panels, while a lower energy absorbed was shown by the panels
submitted to 3 months of environmental exposure, compared to reference panels. This could be
indicative of corrosion effects of RSF. However, as no significant signs of RSF corrosion were detected
at crack surfaces, it seems that these differences in energy absorption (Cl− and REF specimens) for each
exposure period are mainly related to the fiber distribution at crack surfaces.

3.1.4. Fiber Distribution/Orientation Profiles

Table 4 includes the fiber distribution and orientation parameters obtained on one cut surface of
each two round panels (one Cl− and one REF) at each different exposure period. For a better analysis
of the values of N f , the corresponding energy absorption registered in the analyzed panels is depicted
in Table 5.

Table 4. Fiber distribution and orientation parameters for the analyzed panels after RPT.

Test Series Crack
(Figure 4b)

Panel Thickness
(mm) Nf (Fibers/cm2) ηimg ηexp

10 days_Im_Cl− 1 63.41 10.82 (76% 1) 0.625 0.531
10 days_Im_REF 1 67.65 7.69 (74% 1) 0.629 0.377

3 months_DW_Cl− 2 64.64 9.33 (77% 1) 0.619 0.458
3 months_Im_REF 2 66.42 8.73 (81% 1) 0.628 0.429

Average 65.53 9.14 (77% 1)
14.30

0.625
0.72

0.449
14.32CoV (%) 2.86

1 Percentage of fibers failed by tensile rupture.
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Table 5. Energy absorption obtained in the corresponding panels of the fiber distribution/orientation
analysis (Table 4).

Test Series W5 (J) W10 (J) W20 (J) W40 (J)

10 days_Im_Cl− 150.94 248.89 353.18 424.40
10 days_Im_REF 139.12 216.53 271.36 -

3 months_DW_Cl− 178.78 286.80 379.42 432.00
3 months_Im_REF 218.13 344.21 452.90 515.34

According to the results presented in Tables 4 and 5, for 10 days of immersion, it seems that
the chloride attack had a negligible effect, because the higher values of W obtained for the panel
10 days_Im_Cl−, compared to the corresponding reference panel (10 days_Im_REF), are justified by the
higher N f measured at the cut surface. After 3 months of environmental exposure, a similar value of
N f was obtained for chloride-attacked and reference panels. However, higher energy absorption was
obtained in the reference panel (3 months_Im_REF).

As the fiber distribution was determined for only one cut surface (one crack) of each analyzed
panel, the differences between the energy absorption presented in Table 5 may also be justified by the
proportion of the fibers on the other two crack surfaces of the panels. In this sense, the average crack
width vs. energy absorption relationships, ω−W, obtained in each analyzed panel are represented in
Figure 11. As observed, the ω−W relationships are in agreement with the results of energy absorption
presented in Table 5, which means that the chloride attack had a negligible effect for these two exposure
periods. The differences between the values of energy absorption appeared to be justified by the
effective fiber content at fracture surfaces.Fibers 2019, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 21 
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Figure 11. Average ω −W relationship for analyzed panels from RPTs after the exposure period of:
(a) 10 days; (b) 3 months.

In Table 4, the average percentage of fibers failed by rupture was similar to that obtained in the
analyzed DEWST specimens (Table 3). The obtained values of ηimg and ηexp did not significantly vary
between panels, which means that no significant differences in fiber orientation occurred. The obtained
values of ηimg were higher than the correspondent ηexp, as also found in DEWST specimens, which
may be justified by the higher difficulty of detecting the N f according to this approach.

3.2. Durability Indicators of RSFRC under Chloride Exposure

Non-Steady-State Rapid Chloride Migration

The average RCMT chloride diffusion coefficient, Dm, obtained in RSFRC1% and in the
corresponding plain concrete (PC) (before RSF addition) is shown in Table 6, indicating that the
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RSF slightly decreased the resistance to chloride penetration. One hypothesis may be the increase
of the open porosity of concrete with the addition of steel fibers [8], which provides higher chloride
penetration, mainly through the fiber-matrix interfaces of the fibers located at the exposed surface of
the specimens. In addition, the method for evaluating the chloride diffusion by migration, despite
being faster than the one based on diffusion by natural immersion, may be not adequate for RSFRC.
The potential difference applied, and the duration of test are defined according to some preliminary
measures of current intensity obtained in plain concrete, but the presence of steel fibers can significantly
influence the electrical field generated due to the high electrical conductivity of steel fibers. Thus, it is
more prudent to use diffusion methods, based on the natural immersion, to evaluate the penetration of
chlorides in RSFRC, which better simulates the usual environmental exposure conditions.

Table 6. Chloride migration coefficients in RSFRC1% and PC specimens.

RSFRC1% PC

Dm (×10−12 m2/s) 14.94 11.74
CoV (%) 13.60 22.74

3.3. Resistance to Chloride Penetration by Immersion

3.3.1. Chloride Profiles

The chloride profiles obtained in each cubic specimen of RSFRC1% and PC are presented in
Figure 12, determined as described in Section 2.2.6.Fibers 2019, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 21 
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Figure 12. Chloride profiles along specimen depth from exposed surface of specimens (a) RSFRC1%
and (b) PC.

The obtained average surface chloride content, Cs, and the apparent chloride diffusion coefficient,
Dd, determined by curve-fitting the measured chloride-ion contents to Fick’s 2nd law (Figure 12),
are presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Chloride diffusion by immersion determined by Fick’s 2nd law.

Concrete Cs (%) Dd (×10-12 m2/s)

RSFRC1% 2.472 6.02
PC 2.361 5.92

The obtained values of Cs and Dd evidence a similar resistance to chloride penetration between
RSFRC and PC specimens, which means that the presence of RSF had a negligible effect in the
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penetration of chloride ions into concrete. Lower values were obtained for Dd compared to Dm (Table 6).
The same trend is reported in the literature for PC [53,54]. For RSFRC, the higher values of Dm are also
due to the mentioned influence of steel fibers in the chloride migration test method.

3.3.2. Chloride Diffusion and Aging Coefficient by Colorimetric Method

Table 8 presents the results obtained for chloride diffusion and aging coefficients evaluated by
colorimetric method in RSFRC and PC cylindrical and cubic specimens previously submitted to
chloride immersion, as described in Section 2.2.6.

Table 8. Chloride diffusion by immersion determined by colorimetric method.

Test series
Cylindrical Specimens Cubic Specimens

Dc (×10−12 m2/s) ncl Dc (×10−12 m2/s)

RSFRC_10 days 8.31
0.56

-

RSFRC_3 months 2.42 3.26

PC_10 days 7.34
0.49

-

PC_3 months 2.48 2.49

As expected, the chloride diffusion coefficient, Dc, decreased with the time of exposure for both
RSFRC and PC cylindrical specimens. No significant differences were observed between the aging
coefficients of RSFRC and PC.

After 3 months of chloride immersion, the values of Dc obtained by the colorimetric method in
cubic specimens were lower than those of Dd obtained by the Fick’s 2nd law (Table 7). This may be
explained by the unrealistic surface chloride content, C0, assumed for the determination of Dc. The C0

was assumed equal to the chloride concentration of NaCl solution, instead of being considered the
chloride concentration in the surface pore solution, which is a lower value due to the chloride binding.

The average chloride content (total amount) obtained by Fick’s 2nd law at the chloride penetration
depth in RSFRC (10.5 mm) and PC cubes (9.1 mm) was 0.7% and 0.8% per binder mass for RSFRC and
PC, respectively.

According to Otsuki et al. [55], a total amount of chlorides of 0.4–0.5% by cement mass was found
at the color change boundary in OPC concrete after immersing in NaCl solution. According to these
authors [55], it seems that the obtained results in RSFRC agree with the concentration of chlorides
reported in OPC concrete.

3.3.3. Critical Chloride Concentration for Fiber Corrosion Initiation in the RSFRC Round Panels

The critical content of chlorides corresponding to the beginning of fiber corrosion was simply
estimated in the RSFRC1% round panels that were previously subjected to 3 months of dry-wet cycles
in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution, and then subjected to RPTs. The following procedure was considered:

(1) Knowing the average colorimetric chloride penetration depth measured in the panels (9.5 mm,
as mentioned in Section 3.1.2), the chloride diffusion coefficient, Dc, was determined according
to Equation (6) with C0= 0.61 N and C0= 0.52 N; from those, a value of 2.69× 10−12 m2/s
was obtained.

(2) Assuming a linear correlation between Dd and Dc, as reported by some authors [48,56], the value
of Dd was derived by linear regression, considering the average values of Dd (Table 7) and Dc

(Table 8) obtained in RSFRC and PC cubic specimens after 3 months of chloride immersion.
The calculated Dd was 5.95× 10−12 m2/s.

(3) The surface chloride content, Cs, was determined by the Fick’s 2nd law (Equation (5)), considering
the value of 0.7% of binder mass for Cx in RSFRC cubic specimens (Section 3.3.2). The value
estimated for Cs was 2.157% of binder mass.
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(4) The critical chloride content corresponding to the beginning of fiber corrosion, Ccr, was determined
by the Fick’s 2nd law, considering the parameters Dd and Cs obtained in steps 2) and 3), respectively.
The average depth of corroded fibers was measured with a USB microscope in a cut surface of the
panels after performing RPTs. The value obtained for Ccr was 2.05% of binder mass, corresponding
to an average depth of corroded fibers of 0.62 mm. A typical critical chloride content in the range
of 0.4–1.0 wt.% of cement is reported in the literature for conventional reinforced concrete [10],
although it has been found that this may vary as much as 0.17–2.5 wt.% of cement [57]. However,
the critical chloride content has been found to be much higher in SFRC [58,59], which is in line
with the critical chloride content estimated from this study.

3.3.4. Chloride Penetration Prediction of RSFRC under Chloride Attack

The long-term chloride penetration depth of the critical chloride content estimated in 3.3.2.3. was
predicted based on the the Fick’s 2nd law (Equation (5)). This prediction was determined considering
2.157% of binder mass for Cs and 2.05% of binder mass for Ccr (Section 3.3.3.). The chloride diffusion
coefficient, Dd, was defined by using the average aging coefficient of 0.56 obtained for RSFRC specimens
(Table 8). The following equation was used to determine Dd for the time dependency [60]:

D(t) = Dre f

( tre f

t

)m

(9)

where D(t) is the diffusion coefficient in m2/s at the exposure time t(s), Dre f is the diffusion coefficient
at reference time, tre f (Dre f = 5.95× 10−12 m2/s, tre f = 7,776,000 s), and m is the aging coefficient
(0.56—Table 8). Figure 13 shows the long-term prediction of the average penetration depth along time
of the critical chloride content of 2.05 wt.% of binder, for the RSFRC studied in this work exposed
to dry-wet cycles in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. As shown, even after 50 years, the average penetration
depth of the critical chloride content is lower than 3 mm, confirming that corrosion of steel fibers is
essentially a surface phenomenon.
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Figure 13. Prediction of the average penetration depth along time of the critical chloride content of 2.05
wt.% of binder, for RSFRC exposed to dry-wet cycles in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution.

4. Conclusions

DEWSTs and RPTs were carried out to assess the effects of chloride attack on the post-cracking
behavior of RSFRC, considering the influence of different chloride exposure periods and fiber
distribution/orientation profile. The chloride diffusion in RSFRC was investigated by migration
under non-steady-state and natural immersion. A simplified prediction of the critical chloride content
corresponding to the beginning of fiber corrosion and the long-term chloride penetration depth into a
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RSFRC structural element exposed to a maritime environment (dry-wet cycles in chloride solution)
was performed. The main conclusions based on the experimental results are:

(1) For the exposure periods adopted of chloride immersion in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution, no significant
signs of corrosion were detected in the RSF on the fracture surfaces of RSFRC specimens. However,
corrosion spots were observed at exposed surfaces of all specimens.

(2) The σt,split − ω curves obtained for the RSFRC0.8% specimens and the corresponding fiber
distribution analysis at crack surfaces revealed for the influence of chloride attack on the
post-cracking behavior of RSFRC a negligible effect after 10 days of immersion, a beneficial effect
after 3 months of immersion, and a detrimental effect after 6 months of immersion.

(3) The F− δ responses registered in the RSFRC1% panels and its corresponding fiber distribution
analysis at crack surfaces revealed a negligible effect of the chloride attack on the post-cracking
behavior of RSFRC after 10 days of immersion and 3 months of dry-wet cycles in chloride solution.

(4) A significant number of fibers ruptured during the execution of tests; no significant differences
were detected in terms of the fiber orientation factor between DEWST specimens and round
panel tests.

(5) The chloride migration test under non-steady state may not be feasible for RSFRC, since the
presence of steel fibers seems to have a significant influence in the test methodology, mainly by
inducing severe corrosion in RSF. The determination of the chloride diffusion for RSFRC is more
prudent by natural immersion test in salt solution.

(6) The presence of RSF had a negligible effect on the penetration of chloride ions into concrete.
The chloride content obtained for the chloride penetration depth was 0.70% and 0.80% per binder
mass for, respectively, RSFRC1% and PC cubes previously subjected to 3 months of chloride
immersion. The critical content of chlorides corresponding to the beginning of fiber corrosion,
obtained in RSFRC1% panels subjected to 3 months of dry-wet in chloride solution, was 2.05%
by binder mass. According to the literature, these results are in agreement with the measured
concentration of chlorides reported at the color change boundary in OPC concrete and with the
critical chloride content reported by some authors for steel fiber reinforced concrete.

(7) A chloride penetration depth of about 2.3 mm was predicted into a RSFRC structural element
after exposed to dry-wet cycles in a 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 100 years.
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